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TROOPERS17
BATTLE BRIEFING

OPERATION: CATCH & RELEASE

Attention:
Intel suggests
that other
whaling assets
have been
activated.
Proceed with
caution and
protect yourself
at all times.

A
tyrannical bromance threatens to
destabilize and
polarize the
modern world.

It’s a whale phishing campaign, to “catch” an Executive Officer , find incriminating evidence and dump the
contents in a public forum. Sounds like phun right?
Recent high-level leaks and disclosures
have identified enough credible evidence to

appropriate artifacts are dumped in a public
forum.

warrant an operation to uncover definitive

Once the target is declared “active”, you

evidence of the nature of the objectives, threat

should exercise operational security protocols,

profile and primary actor’s motivation. Is the

assume the target is on high alert and

seemingly passive and apathetic response to

surrounded by capable assets, although this is

state sponsored hacking of the democratic

not the indication the media would have us

process of a sovereign nation a ruse, collusion

believe. You should prepare accordingly.

or something worse?
While operational tactics are purely at the

Prepare to analyze a large amount of data
to accurately locate the appropriate attack

discretion of the “whaling team”, exploiting

vector and bypass multi-level controls to get the

popular social media themes and various media

target to trigger the payload. Time is not on your

reporting threads would be a logical and

side.

reasonable approach.
In order to maintain the operation’s

Your Mission: You must successfully phish

integrity, once a whaling team has been

a whale, bypassing various controls (technical

activated they will act as a cell and cannot be

and procedural) and socially engineer your way

recalled. The operation will continue until the

into the target’s system to collect, exfiltrate and
post the definitive evidence.
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Dire times require bold actions:
In the age of pervasive
surveillance and monitoring,
should leaders have the illusion
of privacy? Do you have what it
takes to Attack, Defend and
Survive?

